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ON LEGENDRIAN SINGULARITIES

SHYÜICHI IZUMIYA

(Communicated by Haynes R. Miller)

ABSTRACT. We introduce three natural equivalence relations among Legen-

drian singularities and study their properties by using recent results of the

theory of singularities of smooth map germs.

1. Introduction. The notion of Legendrian singularities has been introduced

by V. I. Arnol'd in order to describe the notion of the wave front set [1, 9]. In

this paper we shall introduce three natural equivalence relations among Legendrian

singularities and study their properties.

Let A be a (277+ 1)-dimensional smooth manifold and A be a contact structure

on A (i.e., A is a nondegenerate tangent hyperplane field on A). An immersion

i: L —► A is said to be Legendrian if dimL = n and dix(TxL) C Kx for any x E L.

We say that a smooth fibre bundle 7r: E —» M is Legendrian if its total space E is

furnished with a contact structure and its fibres are Legendrian submanifolds.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let n:E —► M be a Legendrian bundle. For a Legendrian

immersion i: L —> E, n o i: L —» M is said to be a Legendrian map. The image of

Legendrian map it o i is said to be a wave front set of i. It is denoted by W(i).

Let /: (A, x) —► (P, y) denote the map germ at x such that f(x) = y. We now

introduce three natural equivalence relations.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let 7r: E -* M be a Legendrian bundle. Let i: (L,p) -» (E,q)

and i': (L',p') —► (E,q') be Legendrian immersion germs. Then we say that

(l)î and i' are wave front equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism h: (M, tr(q))

—* (M,n(q')) such that h(W(i)) = W(i') as set germs.

(2) i and i' are weak Legendrian equivalent if there exist diffeomorphism germs

h:(L,p) -* (L',p') and H :(M,-K(q)) — (M,ir(q')) such that Ho(ttoí) = (iroi')oh.

(3) i and i' are Legendrian equivalent if there exist diffeomorphism germs h: (L, p)

—► (L1, p') and a contact diffeomorphism germ H: (E, q) —* (E, q') which sends fibres

to fibres such that H o i = i' o h.

Legendrian equivalence has been studied by V. I. Arnol'd and V. M. Zakalyukin,

using their classification theory of function germs [1, 9]. We shall apply recent

results of the theory of singularities of smooth map germs in [2, 4, 5, 6, 7] to these

equivalence relations.

DEFINITION 1.3. A Legendrian map germ at a point is said to be Legendrian

stable if for every map with the given germ there is a neighborhood in the space of

Legendrian maps (in the C°°-topology) and a neighborhood of the original point

such that each Legendrian map belonging to the first neighborhood has in the
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second neighborhood a point at which its germ is Legendrian equivalent to the

original germ.

We now state the main theorem in this paper.

THEOREM 1.4. Let n: E —* M be a Legendrian bundle. Let i:(L,p) —* (E,q)

and i':(L',p') —> (E,q') be Legendrian immersion germs such that i and i' are

Legendrian stable.  Then the following are equivalent:

(1) i and i' are wave front equivalent.

(2) 7 and i' are weak Legendrian equivalent.

(3) 7 and i' are Legendrian equivalent.

By the result of Zakalyukin [9], generic Legendrian singularities are Legendrian

stable if dim M < 6. It is important to study topological classification theory in

the case where dim M > 7. See [3].

All map germs and diffeomorphisms considered here are differentiable of class

C°°, unless stated otherwise.

2. Generating families (including a quick review of Arnol'd-Zakalyukin

theory). Legendrian manifolds are bound up with hypersurfaces and Legendrian

singularities with singularities of families of hypersurfaces [1, 9]. In this section we

shall describe Legendrian immersion germs in terms of generalized phase func-

tion germs analogous to the survey article of C. T. C. Wall [8]. Let ir:E —+

M be a Legendrian bundle. For any p E E, there is a local coordinate sys-

tem (xi,...,xm,yi,...,ym,z) about p such that ir(xi,... ,xm,yi,... ,ym,z) -

(xi,..., xm, z) and the contact structure is given by the 1-form a = dz — Yl7=i V* °^Xi

[1, 20.3]. Hence, we shall only consider the standard Legendrian bundle n: R2m+1 —»
Rm xR.

Let F: (Rm xRfc,0) —► (R, 0) be a map germ such that CÍ2-P is nonsingular at 0.

Here, d2F: (Rm x Rk,0) -> (Rk,0) is given by d2F(q,x) = (dF/dxi,..., dF/dxk).

Then F is called a generalized phase function germ. The critical set C(F) =

d2F~l(0) is a smooth m-manifold. We can prove that the map germ $f: (C(F),0)

-* R2m+1 given by

$F(q,x)= \q,—(q,x),F(q,x)

is a Legendrian immersion.

Then we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1 (Arnol'd-Zakalyukin [i, 9]). Any Legendrian immer-
sion germ is given by the above construction.

Let F: (Rm x Rfc,0) —» (R, 0) be a generalized phase function germ. We define

F: (Rm xRxR'.O)-» (R,0) by F(q,z,x) = F(q,x) - z. We call F a generating

family of $p.
Let <?„ be the ring of function germs (Rn, 0) —* R and OT„ be the unique maximal

ideal. For each map germ /: (Rn,0) -► (Rp,0), we define f*:Ep -» En by f*(h) =

hof.
DEFINITION 2.2. (1) Let f,g:(Rn x Rfc,0) -» (R,0) be function germs. We

say that / and g are P-K-equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism germ <£:

(Rn x Rfc,0) -♦ (Rn x Rfc,0) of the form V(u,x) = (rp(u),^2(u,x)) for (u,x) E

R" x Rfc such that **«/)in+t) = (g)£n+k.
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(2) Let /: (Rn x Rfc, 0) -* (R, 0) and g: (Rn x Rfc', 0) -» (R, 0) be function germs.

We say that / and g are stably P-K-equivalent if they become P-AT-equivalent after

the addition of nondegenerate quadratic forms in additional variables.

The following theorem is very important.

THEOREM 2.3 (ARNOL'D-ZAKALYUKIN [1, 9]). LeiP:((RmxR)xRfc,0) ->

(R,0) (resp. G: ((Rm x R) x Rfc',0) —> (R,0)) be a generating family of the Leg-

endrian immersion germ $f (resp. $>g)-  Then

(1) $iP and $g are Legendrian equivalent if and only if F and G are stably

P-K-equivalent.

(2) <&F is Legendrian stable if and only if F is a K-versal deformation of

F | 0 x Rfc. (For the definition of the K-versal deformation, see [4].)

3. Proof of Theorem 1.4. In this section we prove Theorem 1.4, using results

in ([2, 4, 5, 6, 7]). For this purpose, we need some notations.

Let F,G: (Rm x Rfc,0) -* (R,0) be function germs. We say that (irm,F) and

(7Tm,G) are A-equivalent if there exist diffeomorphism germs H: (Rm x R^O) —>

(RmxRfc,0)andA:(RmxR,0) -+ (RmxR,0) such that Ao(7rm,P) = (nm,G)oH,

where (irm,F)(q,x) = (q,F(q,x)). The definition of stable A-equivalence is the

same as that of stable ^-equivalence. For each map germ /: (R",0) —► (Rp,0),

we denote by 6(f) the ¿"„-module of all vector field germs along /. We define an

¿?n-homomorphism tf:6(n) —» 6(f) by i/(£) = df o £, where 6(n) = 6(1-R.n). We

also define an ¿p-homomorphism uif:6(p) —> 6(f) by tof(r¡) — r¡ o f.

We say that / is Astable if 6(f) = tf(6(n) + u>f(6(p)).
Then we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.1. Let F:(Rm x Rfc,0) —» (R, 0) be a generalized phase function

germ. If the Legendrian immersion germ $p is Legendrian stable, then (TTm,F) is

Astable.

PROOF. By Theorem 2.3, F is a K"-versal deformation of /

follows that

F I 0xR*\ and it

£k = {~
dj_

dxi '

We can show that

_ / dF

^-f
dxk'J

dF

I dF

£k + \ dqi

'm+k
\dxi '      ' dxk '

+

OxR*

dF

dqi ' "

dF

dqr,
0xR*,l)    .

/r

dF

dqm

By the Malgrange preparation theorem, we have

. I dF dF      \ IdF
im+k — \ ñ->•••>«-i-P) +("5—'•

\dxi dxk      / ¿m+k      \dqi

Since we have a decomposition 6((-Km,F)) — 6(Tvm)

that

1 )       +9Rm£m+k-

dF

£m+k, then we can show

6((-Km,F)) = t(irm,F)(6(m + k)) + uj(irm,F)(6(m + 1))

+ (7rm,P)*(ÍTJÍm+i)o((7rm,F)).

Applying the Malgrange preparation theorem once again, we have

6((irm,F)) = t(irm, F)(6(m + k)) + cj(nm,F)(6(m + 1)).
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COROLLARY 3.2. Le£F:(RmxRfc,0) -» (R,0) andG:(RmxRk',0) -* (R,0)

be generalized phase function germs such that $p and $g are Legendrian stable.

Then the following are equivalent:

(1) $F and $g are Legendrian equivalent.

(2) (Trm,F) and (trm,G) are stably A-equivalent.

PROOF. It is enough to prove the statement in the case where k — k'. We put

f = F | 0 X Rfc; then there is a canonical isomorphism <3m+2(7Tm,P) — Qm+2(f),

where

Qm+2(7rm,P) = £m+k/(*m,F)*(Wlm+i)£m+k+m™+3

and

Qm+2(f) = ek/f*(Mi)ek+wikn+3.

It follows that / and g = G [0 xRk are K-equivalent if and only if (7rm,P) and

(7Tm,G) are JC-equivalent [5]. Since $¡r and $g are Legendrian stable, then F and

G are respectively X"-versal deformations of / and g. By the uniqueness of the

JC-versal deformation, F and G are P-iC-equivalent if and only if / and g are K-

equivalent. On the other hand, by the classification theorem of .^-stable map germs

in [6], (Trm,F) and (7rm,G) are ^-equivalent if and only if (irm,F) and (7rm,G) are

AT-equivalent. This completes the proof.

We have the following simple lemma.

LEMMA 3.3. Let F:(Rm x Rfc,0) —> (R,0) be a generalized phase function

germ. ThenC(F) = E(7rm,P) andiro<S>F = (7rm,F) | E(7rm,P). Here 7r:R2m+1 -*

Rm X R is the standard Legendrian bundle and T,(irm,F) is the critical set (germ)

of(irm,F).

We now refer to notions and results in [7].

DEFINITION 3.4 [7, Definition (0.8)]. A map germ /:(Rn,0) -» (Rp,0) has

nondegenerate critical set if

(1) J(f) = I(E(/)),
(2)dimE(/)=p-l inRn.

Here J(f) is the Jacobian ideal of / and I(X) = {4> E En [ cf> vanishes on

ACR"}.
In [7], du Plessis and Wilson proved the following result.

THEOREM 3.5 [7, Theorem (0.14)]. Let f:(Rn,0) -+ (Rp,0) be a map germ

with nondegenerate critical set. Let g: (R™,0) —> (Rp,0) be a map germ satisfying

(a) E(/) = E(fl),

(/?) / | E(/) = g | E(<7),
(7) Image fife C Image dfx for x in some dense subset ofE(f).

Suppose that f has rank 1 and zero full second intrinsic derivative. Then f

and g are right equivalent. Here, f and g are right equivalent if there exists a

diffeomorphism germ h: (Rn,0) —► (R™,0) such that f — g oh.

PROOF OF (3) FROM (2). By Proposition 2.1, we only consider the case where

Legendrian immersion germs are given by generalized phase function germs. Let

P:(Rm x Rfc,0) -» (R,0) and G: (Rm x Rfc',0) -» (R,0) be generalized phase

function germs. By Thorn's splitting lemma, we may assume that F | 0 x R* has

no quadratic part and k = k'.  By Lemma 3.3, $F and <3>g are weak Legendrian
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equivalent if and only if there exist diffeomorphism germs A: (Rm x Rfc,0) —*

(Rm x Rfc,0) and H: (Rm xR,0)-» (Rm x R,0) such that

A(E(7rm,P))=E(7rm,G)    and    (7rm,G)oA | E(7rm,P) = Ho(um,F) | E(wm,F).

We now put G' = (7rm,G) o K and F' = H o (irm,F), then E(G') = E(F') =

E(7rm,P) and G' | E(G') = F' \ E(F'). If we check that F' and G' satisfy the

assumption in Theorem 3.5, then the proof will be completed by Corollary 3.2.

Since rank(7Tm,P) = m and F \ 0 x Rk has no quadratic part, it is enough to

check that F' has nondegenerate critical set and F',G' satisfy the condition (7).

Because E(7rm,P) is an m-dimensional smooth manifold and (itm,F) is y?-stable,

(irm,F) I E(7Tm,P) is an immersion on a dense subset of T,(irm,F). The rank of

(irm,F) I E(7Tm,P) is equal to m at such a point x E E(7rm,P). Then we have

Imaged(F' | E(P'))I = Imaged./*^ for x in some dense subset of E(F'). On the

other hand, since G' | E(G') = F' \ E(F'), we have Imaged(G' \ E(G'))X =

Imaged(F' \ Y,(F'))X. Hence, Imaged(G' \ Y.(G'))X = ImagedG'x for x in the same

dense subset of E(P') = E(G') as the above.

Because a^P: (Rm x Rfc,0) —► (Rfc,0) is a submersion germ, we have

/ dF dF \
7(E(rrm,P))=/(ci2p-1(0)) = (—,...,—) = J(xm,F).

Then F' = H o (7rm, F) has nondegenerate critical set.

The proof of (2) from (1) is a direct application of the G°°-normalization theorem

in [2]. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.

REMARK. Let F: (Rm x Rfc,0) —► (R, 0) be a generalized phase function germ.

By the proof of Corollary 3.2, the Legendrian equivalence class of the stable Leg-

endrian immersion $p is completely determined by the "stably" isomorphism class

of R-algebra Qm+2(7rm, F).
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